Predation has long influenced how ecologists think about ecological processes from the small to the large. At the microscale, predation-related stress can yield permanent changes in prey physiology or morphology; at the macroscale, altered predation regimes in grazer-dominated systems can profoundly alter ecosystem function.
addresses the interplay between spatial ecology and interspecific interactions. They use classic models of competition and metapopulation dynamics to explore the implications of predators that affect prey colonization rates (via decreased immigration to and increased emigration from predatorcontaining patches) as well as local prey density. They find that defensive changes in prey movement can alter the dynamics of predator-free patches in ways that lead to the predator's influence being felt throughout the habitat matrix. Predators can thus exert ''remote control'' over ecological processes within sites that they do not occupy. This phenomenon has the potential to profoundly alter spatially structured systems via predator-mediated changes in population persistence and susceptibility to habitat loss. These changes can, in turn, affect competitive hierarchies that structure community diversity. Shifts in the competition-colonization trade-off in response to predators may have similarly important consequences; even rare or spatially restricted predators can tip the balance between prey coexistence and competitive exclusion. Such predator-mediated shifts in spatial dynamics can also affect the chances of biological invasions and, intriguingly, the ability of communities to respond to anthropogenic habitat destruction. Throughout the article, Orrock et al. emphasize the potential for NCE to have subtle but profound impacts in spatially structured habitats.
The third article in the Special Feature takes a large-scale view of NCE and examines whether predation risk can affect ecosystem function. Oswald Schmitz and colleagues use a combination of case studies and syntheses to link predator-induced alterations in prey foraging behavior to changes in a variety of ecosystem metrics. In old-field systems, for example, predation risk from spiders with different hunting modes generate qualitatively different patterns of plant diversity, productivity, and nutrient cycling; in marine intertidal zones, predation risk alone leads to reduced energy transfer up the food chain via decreased prey growth efficiency. Importantly, these patterns are only understandable in light of NCE. This synthesis shows that NCE not only influence, but effectively control ecosystem processes in a range of systems. As a result, Schmitz and colleagues argue strongly that this linkage of evolutionary and ecosystem ecology possesses substantial explanatory power for resolving the often-contingent way ecological processes manifest themselves at a variety of spatial and temporal scales.
Ultimately, this Special Feature aims to introduce NCE to a broad ecological audience by emphasizing that its significance extends well beyond trophic interactions and has important implications for other ecological disciplines. We hope that these papers will spark awareness of and foster research interest into the impacts of these sometimes subtle but often powerful phenomena on a wide array of ecological processes.
